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Abstract: A silicon compatible light source is crucial to develop a fully monolithic silicon 
photonics platform. Strain engineering in suspended Germanium membranes has offered a 
potential route for such a light source. However, biaxial structures have suffered from poor 
optical properties due to unfavorable strain distributions. Using a novel geometric approach 
and finite element modelling (FEM) structures with improved strain homogeneity were 
designed and fabricated. Micro-Raman (μ-Raman) spectroscopy was used to determine 
central strain values. Micro-photoluminescence (μ-PL) was used to study the effects of the 
strain profiles on light emission; we report a PL enhancement of up to 3x by optimizing 
curvature at a strain value of 0.5% biaxial strain. This geometric approach offers opportunity 
for enhancing the light emission in Germanium towards developing a practical on chip light 
source. 
© 2017 Optical Society of America 
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1. Introduction 
Silicon (Si) photonics could offer a solution to the traditional copper interconnect 
performance bottlenecks by replacing them with optical interconnects [1]. Furthermore, an on 
chip light source in the mid-infrared could pave the way for on chip bio/chemical sensing [2]. 
There has been much success in developing silicon compatible waveguides, modulators and 
detectors [3–5]. However, an efficient Si compatible light source has yet to be realized. 
Germanium (Ge) is a promising contender in developing such a light source due to its 
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epitaxial compatibility with Silicon, despite being an indirect bandgap material [6], which 
results in poor innate light emission due to phonon assisted photo radiative recombination. Ge 
can be converted into a direct bandgap material via the application of n-type doping and 
tensile strain [7–9]. An optically pumped Ge laser diode was reported at room temperature 
with 0.24% biaxial strain and 1 x 10−19cm−3 n-type doping [10] as well as an electrically 
pumped laser with 4 x 1019 cm−3 n-type doping [11]. Despite these achievements, the 
threshold current densities were as high as 35 kA/cm2 for optical pumping and 280kA/cm2 for 
electrical pumping, for realization of a practical device the threshold current density must be 
drastically reduced. Dislocations act as non-radiative recombination centers degrading light 
emission, these dislocations are present due to the lattice mismatch during the epitaxial 
growth of Ge on Si. 
Tensile strain offers a potential route to lowering threshold current density paving the way 
towards efficient practical devices. Ge can be converted into a direct bandgap material at a 
value of around 4.7% uniaxial tensile strain [12] and 1.9% biaxial strain [13,14]. There have 
been many practical methods developed for introducing high tensile strain into Ge. A small 
amount of biaxial strain is introduced in Ge when grown epitaxially on Silicon (Si) due to the 
difference in thermal expansion coefficients; this strain is usually around 0.15-0.25% [15]. 
While this strain can be a useful starting point, it is not enough to reduce threshold current 
density to a practical level. Other methods include depositing nitride stressor layers [16–19], 
suspending silicon dioxide and then transferring the strain into Ge micro disks [20,21] and 
suspending Germanium directly (the focus of this paper) [22–30].Suspended structures 
amplify the small amounts of tensile biaxial strain introduced during the epitaxial growth of 
Ge on Si. Certain regions of the Ge are suspended in which the membrane constricts resulting 
in an enhancement of the tensile strain, and the regions which are still tethered to the rest of 
the wafer (referred to as pads) relax resulting in a compressive strain. Suspension is generally 
achieved by dry etching ‘windows’ into the wafer and then using a wet etchant to under etch 
the substrate underneath thus suspending the Ge. By controlling the geometry of these etchant 
windows, both uniaxial and biaxial tensile strain can be introduced to the central region of the 
membrane [22]. 
Süess et al [23] recorded 3.1% uniaxial strain in a micro bridge geometry. Additionally 
strain induced pseudo-heterojunction effects resulted in the diffusion and subsequent 
confinement of carriers in the high strain region (due to a reduced direct bandgap), followed 
by subsequent recombination further enhancing light emission. Süess et al stated that the 
maximum achievable strain are limited by mechanical failure (cracking) of the membrane, 
usually caused by the point strain concentrations and dependent on the number of dislocations 
present in the Ge layer. Furthermore under etch length and profile were found to be extremely 
important parameters in enhancing the overall strain, theoretically the strain can be 
indefinitely enhanced with greater under etching provided as cracking is prevented. Sukhdeo 
et al suspended a Ge nanowire achieving an extremely large uniaxial strain of 5.7% enough to 
convert Ge into a direct band gap material [24]. Nam et al [25] reported a uniaxial suspended 
nanowire with a uniaxial tensile strain of 2.3% resulting in an inferred 200x PL intensity 
enhancement relative to bulk Ge. This was achieved utilizing strain induced double hetero-
structures (s-DHs) and strain induced graded double hetero-structures (s-GDHs). s-DHs have 
a steep strain gradient confining the carriers along a uniform region whereas the s-GDHs have 
a gentle strain gradient forcing the carriers to the central active region due to quasi-electric 
fields [26]. s-GDHs are ideal for semiconductor lasers confining the carriers strongly and 
reducing the threshold current, applying a similar effect to compositionally graded hetero-
junction laser diodes common for III-V materials without the need for hetero-epitaxy. 
Following the success of uniaxial suspended Ge membranes, biaxial membranes were 
explored. Ishida et al developed a suspended Ge cross-shaped microstructure and optimized 
the pad lengths achieving 0.8% biaxial strain [27]; they achieved this using Ge on Si-on-
insulator (SOI) this resulted in a 2.5X PL intensity enhancement. Gassenq et al fabricated Ge 
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membranes utilizing high quality GOI achieving a record high 1.9% biaxial strain, enough to 
convert Germanium into a direct band gap material [28]. Despite this extremely high strain, 
PL measurements were not possible due to strain induced redshifting beyond conventional 
detector cut off limit, thus the effect of this high strain on light emission is not clear. 
Furthermore, theoretical analysis shows that threshold optimization occurs at biaxial strain 
values of 3.7% and slope efficiency at 2.3% [29]. Sukhdeo et al also fabricated a monolithic 
slit based structures introducing up to 1.11% biaxial strain into Ge membranes utilizing GOI 
[30]. Despite high strain and good homogeneity, the observed increase in PL intensity was 
2.4X opposed to a theoretically predicted 20X. This discrepancy was accredited to be due to 
the unfavorable strain profiles confining carriers to the highly strained corner regions acting 
as a parasitic mechanism reducing the observed PL intensity. Jain et al [22] used a 
combination on suspended Ge membranes as well as silicon nitride layers on the pads to 
enhance the strain reporting a large biaxial strain of 0.8% in an extremely large area of 40 
μm2. The observed PL enhancement was extremely large at 260 X likely due to the thermal 
effects and large area, the excited carriers cannot diffuse such great lengths and therefore the 
corner strain regions become inconsequential. 
In this paper, we aimed to address the discrepancy between the theoretical and measured 
enhancement in light emission in biaxial Ge membranes by improving the homogeneity 
removing the high point corner strains. Biaxial membranes have suffered from poorer optical 
and mechanical properties compared to uniaxial. One main reason for this was homogeneity 
and in particular point stress concentrations, this work aimed to address this to improve 
homogeneity to make biaxial membranes a more viable option for light sources. We propose 
a novel geometric approach to explore the role of curvature on the strain distribution in an 
attempt to improve the strain homogeneity using finite element simulation. Devices were 
fabricated using a Ge on Si wafer stack. The structures were then characterized using μ-
Raman spectroscopy to measure the central strain value and μ-PL to study the effect on light 
emission. By comparing the PL measurement with Raman spectroscopy and Finite Element 
Modelling (FEM), we confirmed that point strain concentrations were responsible for 
degrading the PL intensity. Curvature optimization is then required to improve homogeneity, 
which in turn improved light emission. 
2. Design and simulation 
2.1 Design 
A unique geometric approach was employed to enhance the strain in the central area of the 
membrane whilst minimizing point strain concentrations whilst parametrically exploring the 
role of curvature. The structures are comprised of four arms, Fig. 1 Schematically shows how 
the half arm geometry was developed. The final four-armed geometry can be formed using 
copying, rotation and translation. The first step involves defining a geometric difference 
‘diff1’ between a circular segment ‘circ1’ and square ‘sq1’ as shown in Fig. 1(a); this 
difference ‘diff1’ defines the curve at the extremity of the half arm. The square ‘sq1’ has 
dimensions that equal L/2.4 where L is arm length, its y position is fixed at 0 and the x 
positon (labelled ‘r1x’) is given is also given in terms L, shown below as: 
 1 (0.5( / 2.4))xr L L= −  (1) 
Circular segment ‘c1’ has its center at coordinates (0, 0) with a constant sector angle of 30°. 
The properties of ‘sq1’ define the radius of the circular segment ‘c1r’ as shown as: 
 1 1 1(0.5 )r x wc r r= +  (2) 
The second step involves defining the main bulk of the arm geometry. This step uses a 
circular segment ‘circ2’ as well as a rectangle (labelled r1). The rectangle ‘r1’ and the 
difference ‘diff1’ (defined in step 1) are subtracted from the circular segment circ2 as shown 
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in Fig. 1(b). The rectangle ‘rect1’ has a width equal to the arm length L and a height defined 
as H, furthermore it must be displaced in the y-axis by -H. Curvature ratio C can now be 
defined as 
 /C H L=  (3) 
 
Fig. 1. Overall schematic of geometry design for half an arm with (a) Step 1 (b) Step 2 and (c) 
Step 3. 
The circular segment circ2 is rotated 90 degrees and displaced in the x direction by L and 
in the y direction by – H. circ2 has a sector angle defined as gamma which is defined by an 
angle θ (note theta is not shown schematically for simplicity but shown mathematically). 
Circ2 has to have a radius c2r shown in Fig. 1(b) and is given by: 
 2 / cos( )orc H= γ  (4) 
The value of C must be greater than unity otherwise the arc will over extend compromising 
the geometry. This is shown in Eq. (5) and Eq. (6) below: 
 90o oγ = − θ  (5) 
 1 1tan ( / ) tan ( )H L Cθ − −= =  (6) 
The third step involves defining the curvature of the arm based on C achieved using a circle 
‘circ3′. A square labelled ‘sq2’ is added with its corner at (0, 0) and dimensions p2x defined by 
Eq. (7) below with another required parameter p2y defined as 
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 2 ( ( / cos( cos( +xp L H θ β= − γ))( ))  (7) 
 2 (( / cos( sin( +yp H Hθ β= γ))( ) − )  (8) 
Beta is an input parameter, which defines the central area, which for the purpose of this study 
is adjusted to give a fixed central circular area with diameter of 5.6 μm. P1 defines the center 
coordinates of the circle circ3; it can be calculated by 
 1 1 (sin( L)
2 (sin(135 (
P
L
γ − β))(Η + 
= −
− γ − β)))  (9) 
To provide the curvature circ3 must be subtracted from the rest of the structure. The circle c3 
has central coordinates: (P1, P1) and radius ‘c3r’, which is given by 
 2 23 2 1 2 1( ) ( )rc p x p x p y p y= − + −  (10) 
Finally, a polygon (‘pol1’) is created to cut the structure at a 45° angle. After this, the half arm 
can be mirrored horizontally then copied and rotated to form the final four-armed structure. 
Furthermore, the curvature ratio can be altered resulting in varying geometries (as can be 
visualized in Fig. 2. 
 
Fig. 2. Schematic of four arm structure with (a) C = 1.0 and (b) C = 3.0. The parameter L is 
fixed at 125 μm (shown in blue) and the corresponding parameters H (shown in red) and c2r 
(shown in green). 
2.2 Simulation 
FEM using COMSOL Multiphysics v5.2 was used to study the strain homogeneity in the Ge 
membranes from C = 1.0 to C = 3.0 in increments of 0.2. The transport of dilute species 
model was used, assuming an isotropic diffusion to model the under-etchant profile fitted to a 
maximum etching distance of 25 μm. The structural mechanics module was then used 
assuming an initial strain of 0.18% in the membrane. The diffusion profiles were used to 
define a fixed constraint boundary condition. The central area had a fixed diameter of 5.6 μm. 
The central strain, maximum strain and the ratio between central and maximum strain were 
plotted as a function of C as shown in Fig. 3. Figure 3(a) shows the central strain decreases 
steadily as C increases; this is expected due to reduced pad size. This means the highest 
central strain values are in low C structures. However Fig. 3(b) shows the maximum strain is 
also largest at low C; the maximum strain rapidly decreases from C = 1.0 to C = 1.4 and then 
decreases slowly. The high corner strain concentrations degrade both optical and mechanical 
properties therefore these low C values are likely not suitable for practical applications. 
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Figure 3(c) shows the ratio between the central and maximum strain saturates at a value of 
around C = 1.8, at this point the largest central strain can be achieved whilst minimizing the 
maximum strain which in turn should increase resistance to plastic deformation and prevent 
detrimental carrier diffusion away from the central active region. 
 
Fig. 3. The effect of C on (a) Central strain. (b) Maximum strain (c) The ratio between central 
and maximum strain. 
Figure 4 shows the strain distributions at various C values. 2D simulations are sufficient 
as the depth of each membrane is identical, previous work [23] has shown that the tensile 
strain is maximum at the surface and decreases through the thickness. The tensile strain has 
been enhanced in the central region whilst compressive strain exist in the arms, as the force is 
constant in the membrane for the tensile enhancement in the central region to occur the arms 
must compress The maximum strain regions decrease in magnitude as C increases however 
they increase in size and shape, furthermore they migrate further from the central region as C 
increases. Figure 4(a) shows the strain distribution at C = 1.0, the maximum strain is 
concentrated in very small corner regions near the apex of the etchant windows in the central 
region. These extremely high point biaxial strain concentrations will likely cause mechanical 
failure (cracking or dislocation formation), furthermore optical properties may be degraded. 
Figure 4(b) shows the strain distribution at C = 1.4, the gradient between the maximum and 
the central strain is more gentle but these membranes are still likely to have poor optical and 
mechanical properties due to the high point strain concentrations. 
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 Fig. 4. Strain distributions at C values of (a) 1.0 (b) 1.4 (c) 1.8 (d) 2.2 (e) 2.6 and (f) 3.0. 
Figure 4(c) shows the strain distribution at C = 1.8 which has a more gentle strain gradient 
and improved homogeneity. Figure 4(d) shows the strain distribution at C = 2.2, the 
homogeneity is very good at this point and the corner strain concentrations are much smaller. 
Figure 4(e) shows an interesting deviation from typical distributions in biaxial membranes 
exhibiting corner strains; the maximum strain begins to form into four rectangular regions just 
outside the main central region. In fact despite these regions having a higher value, the strain 
values are not purely biaxial and are asymmetric in nature, this reduces unfavorable carrier 
diffusion and subsequent recombination. Figure 4(f) shows the structure at C = 3.0, the 
maximum strain forms more distinct and stronger rectangular regions located outside the 
central regions in the arms. Structures with C > 2.6 show unique strain profiles, which deviate 
from previous works. These maximum strain regions highly asymmetric with varying 
contribution from the uniaxial strain components ϵxx and ϵyy. As the central strain is purely 
biaxial, a smaller strain value is required to reduce the direct bandgap relative to the 
corresponding uniaxial strain. In turn, the bandgap variation is not as large as the typical 
strain profiles in these structures with high corner strains (low C regime). With increasing C 
eventually the central region will become compressive in nature. Whilst the maximum strain 
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to minimum strain ratio is a good indication of homogeneity it is not a definition, the spatial 
strain profiles must also be considered in particular the size and location of the maximum 
strain regions. At higher C, the maximum regions are further away from the central region 
reducing pseudo-heterojunction effects. Furthermore they are less concentrated at the dry 
etched interfaces potentially minimizing surface non-radiative recombination and scattering. 
3. Experimental 
3.1 Fabrication 
A Ge on Si wafer stack was chosen to fabricate the suspended membranes. The Ge layer was 
532 nm thick, etching windows were patterned using electron beam lithography. This was 
followed by reactive ion etching (RIE) exposing the handle Si. Finally, a TMAH wet under-
etch of the Si layer was performed resulting in an etching distance of 25 μm. Optical 
microscopy was used to observe the structures, from inspection it was noted that all of the 
low C structures were destroyed during fabrication (1.0 – 1.3) this was expected due to the 
high point strain concentrations. An optical micrograph of a surviving structure is shown in 
Fig. 5 corresponding to C = 3.0. 
 
Fig. 5. Optical micrograph of successfully fabricated structure corresponding to C = 3.0. 
3.2 Raman spectroscopy 
Micro-Raman spectroscopy (μ-Raman) was performed to deduce the strain value in the 
central region of the structures. A green laser (532 nm wavelength) with a 100-x lens at a 
power of 100 μW resulting in a spot size with around a 1 μm diameter. Previous work from 
our group has determined the power dependency on the Raman peak position [20], a 100 μW 
power was used to make heating effects on the peak position negligible. Structures with C 
values of 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0 to study the effect of curvature ratio (and thus 
curvature) on the strain. Figure 6(a) shows the μ-Raman spectra obtained. Structures C≤ 1.3 
could not be used as none of them survived fabrication due to high point strain 
concentrations. 
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 Fig. 6. (a) Raman spectra at various C values and bulk Ge (b) the Raman peak width and shift 
at various C values and (c) the extracted and simulated central strain values at various C 
values. 
The peak shift and peak width were extracted from the Raman curves and plotted in Fig. 
6(b). Raman shift decreases with increasing C that corresponds to decreasing strain as 
predicted due to lower pad size. The peak width remains relatively unchanged indicating that 
no substantial degradation of the crystalline quality has occurred. Figure 6(c) shows the 
measured strain values extracted from the peak shifts [31] using a proportionality factor of 
390 cm−1 in addition to the corresponding simulated values, both show a trend of decreasing 
strain as C increases. The discrepancy between the simulated and measured values are likely 
due to an two dimensional isotropic etching profile being assumed during simulations 
whereas the fabricated devices have a more complex three dimensional anisotropic etching 
profile, however the strain distribution should not be effected by the anisotropic etching 
profile as the symmetry is the same. 
3.3 Micro-photoluminescence (μ-PL) measurements 
μ-PL measurements were conducted on the same structures as studied by μ-Raman 
spectroscopy. A green laser with a 532 nm wavelength was used to excite the central region 
of the structures with a power of 1.8 mW in conjunction with a 100-x lens resulting in a spot 
size of around 1 μm diameter at room temperature. Figure 7 shows the μ-PL spectra of 
structures with increasing C as well as bulk Ge as a reference. In general, complex spectra 
were produced with a broad emission profile; the spectra have been redshifted from the bulk 
Ge direct bandgap (corresponding to 1550 nm) due to the strain induced band gap reduction. 
The compressive strain fields in the arms cause the direct bandgap to increase in size and is 
likely the cause of the significant PL intensity below 1550 nm in the spectra. Furthermore, 
two distinct peaks appear in each spectra can be visualized likely due to light-hole (LH) and 
heavy-hole (HH) valence band splitting. Small Q factor modes can also be seen in some 
structures with the sharpest being in C = 3.0 likely originating from the longitudinal thickness 
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of the Ge membrane. It is difficult to ascertain where the μ-PL signal is coming from in the 
membrane using only a one-dimensional detector array, the spectra becomes complex due to 
central and maximum strain values as well as the subsequent LH and HH splitting, further 
work will be required to decouple these phenomena and locate the source of the μ-PL signal. 
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Fig. 7. μ-PL spectra of structures at increasing C. A cumulative y-offset of 25 was added to 
enable clear visualization of the spectra without overlap. 
As C increases the intensity increases across the spectrum despite the strain decreasing. 
The intensity of the structure with C = 3.0 corresponding to a central strain of 0.52% has an 
enhancement of 3x relative to C = 1.6 at 1650nm. Thermal effects are an important issue in 
suspended membranes, as there is air either side of the membranes thickness, the heat cannot 
dissipate and the temperature of the membranes rise. The increase in temperature results in 
more indirect transitions and therefore enhanced PL signal as well as red shifting. However 
the heat dissipation in these membranes should be extremely similar due to similar lateral air 
gaps and therefore the thermal contribution cannot explain the enhanced PL intensity. One 
explanation for this enhancement could be due to dislocation formation at the low C 
structures due to higher strains; however, this is unlikely, as the peak width in the μ-Raman 
spectra, Fig. 6(b) remains relatively constant. Sukdeo et al reported a 2.4x PL enhancement in 
their biaxial suspended membranes [30] however, they had expected a 20x enhancement 
compared to bulk Germanium from theoretical calculations. One explanation provided for this 
discrepancy was pseudo-heterojunction carrier confinement effects occurring in the point 
strain concentrations in the corner of their structures (which were similar to low C structures). 
If the carriers were to recombine here, the emission could be redshifted past the detector limit 
and therefore not contribute to PL intensity. Another explanation for improved PL intensity at 
higher C could be due to a combination of carrier diffusion and surface recombination. In 
lower C structures the point stress accumulation occurs at the dry etched interface. If carriers 
diffuse towards this region with lower band gap, they could scatter or undergo non-radiative 
surface recombination both of which act as a potential loss mechanism. In higher C structures 
the maximum strain is further away and is not solely concentrated at the interface reducing 
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these potential losses. Further work is required to deduce the exact carrier behavior 
responsible for this PL enhancement. 
4. Conclusion 
By optimizing curvature and using FEM, structures with improved homogeneity were 
identified and improved light emission was confirmed by μ-PL studies. Structures with a high 
curvature (low C) exhibited large corner strain values, which were not present in the lower 
curvature (high C) structures. The lower curvature structures therefore had improved 
homogeneity, which was reflected in an enhanced μ-PL intensity in these structures despite 
lower central strain values. This study provides further evidence that high point strain values 
can be detrimental to both the mechanical and optical properties of biaxially suspended Ge 
membranes. This further highlights the need to consider the entire strain distribution when 
attempting to enhance light emission in Ge rather than absolute strain values. This geometric 
methodology can be applied to other strain platforms in Ge to enhance light emission not just 
suspended structures. Further work is required to understand the exact nature of the carrier 
dynamics responsible for enhanced light emission with improved homogeneity. A 3-x 
intensity enhancement from C = 1.6 to C = 3.0 was confirmed. With improved homogeneity, 
biaxially suspended Ge membranes become a more viable option as practical on chip light 
source. 
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